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This paper shows the results of local flow speed measurement using tunable AC thermal

anemometry, which is suitable for the accurate measurement of wide range flow speed. The

measurement accuracy is verified through the comparison between the measurement data and the

analytic solution of the sensor temperature oscillation in stationary fluid. The relation between

the phase lag and the flow speed is experimentally investigated at various conditions. The

measurement sensitivity for low flow speed improves in a low frequency region and that for high

flow speed improves in a high frequency region. Also, the sensitivity increases with decreasing

thermal conductivity of the surrounding fluid. The local flow speed could be measured as low

as 1.5 mmls and the highest measurement resolution was 0.05 mmls in the range of 4.5 - 5.0

mmls at I Hz in this experiment.
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Nomenclature -----------
b : Width of channel [m]

Cl,C2 : Constant of integration
c : Height of channel [m]

ep : Specific heat [J/kgoK]

dp : Complex quantity defined as Jal i2w
f : Frequency [Hz]
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: Heat transfer coefficient [W1m2
• K]

: Electric current [A]

: Modified Bessel function of the first kind
of order n

: Imaginary unit, .r=T
: Modified Bessel function of the second

kind of order n
: Thermal conductivity [WIm o K]

: Pressure [N/m2
]

: Flow rate [m 3/s]
: Heat generation per unit volume [wim3

]

: Electric resistance [Q]
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r Radius InI] ; radial coordinate:;

T Temperature rK1
t : Time [sJ

u Flow speed lm/s]

V;", Electric voltage at Crequency of 3(1) [V]
x,y,z: Coordinates in Carte:;ian system

Greek symbols

a: : Thermal diffusivity [m 2/sJ ; temperature

coefficient or re:;istance [1!1( 1
() Complex temperature which represents

both amplitude and phase lag 'K]
p Visco:;ity iN -s/m2

]

p Density [kg! moJ
¢ Phase lag IDJ

W Angular Creqllcncy [rad/sJ

Superscripts

* : Non-dimensional Corm

Subscripts

o Amplitude of oscillation

f Fluid

s Sensor

Fig. I Prinel pic of AC type lhermal ancll1oll1dry

the cylinder located in a now field, the tempera

ture of the cylinder oscillates at the same fre

quency of 2(1) with a plwse lag relative lo Ihe heat

generation. From a first order system analYSIS, the

ampl itude Ts•o ancl the phase lag rP or tbe cy Iinder

temperature oscillation are given as (Chung el a1.,

20(4)

1. Introduction ( I)

With the rapid development of micromachIl1ing

technology, microilliidic devices are widely Llsed

in various applications, such as in separation and

analysis of chemicals or in drug delivery, in recent

years. The accurate measurement or the low speed

now is indispensable 111 ordcr to control these

microfluidic systems precisely, Although numer

ous mIcro flow sensors, which are based on vari

ous working principles (Czaplewski et aI., 2004;

Ernst et aL, 2002 ; Ooslerbroek el aI., 1999 ; Wu ct

a1., 20DI : Wu and Sansen, 2002), have been de

veloped, an adequate sensor with a simple struc

ture that can cover a wide now speed range with

high accuracy is still difficult to ~"ind. To address

this issue we suggested a novel now measurement

technique, '(unable AC thermal anemometry' that

allows si rnple integration, robust measurement,

and extremely high accuracy in previous research

(Chung ct aI., 2004).

Figure I shows the working principle of the

tunablc AC thermal anemometry. When there is

periodic heat gcneration at fl'eq ucncy of 2w inside

¢=tan-1 ( _ p,cp,,,rs(l) )
Ii.

where I's 'IS the radius of the cylinder. i/o IS lhe

amplitude or the heal gcncration pcr unit volume,

Ps and CP,s are the density and the :;pecilk heal or

the cylinder, and h is the heal transfer cocffielent.

Since the phase lag is a sensitive rune1l0n or the

heal transfer coefficient, which i:; closely relatcd

to flow speecl, one can measure flow speed by

measuri ng the phase lag,

'l'unahle A C thermal anel110metry has sevcral

advantages inherent to its principle over the con

ventional thermal anemometry. First. since this

techniqlle measures only the phase lag at the

heating frequency. this is not susceptible La envir

onnlental temperature variations. Seco nd. n LI iel

heati ng can be minimized, beeau:;e the heater and

the sensor are identical and the phase lag is

independent or [leat ing power in prinei pie. 'I'h irei,

thanks to the well-developed Illodertl digital sig

nal processing technology, the phase lag can be

measured with extreme accuracy, which lranslates
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pound metal wire of platinum and rhodium

(PtRh). The length of the wires was 1 111m and

diameter was 5 /.1m. These wires were inserted

into the channel with a r~ctangu lar cross section.

The channel was designed to Corm a fully de

veloped Jamjnar now and to measure the local

now speed at various vertical positions of the wire

and also various angles between the wire and the

Oow. The width of the channel was 40 mm and

height was 4 111m, A vernier caliper is used for

changing the vertical position of the wire and it

has the maximum resolution up to 0.05 mm. The

direction of the wire could also be simply chang

ed by rotating the sensor as shown in enlarged

pont of Fig. 2. The distance from the inlet of the

channel to the wire is 240 mm, which is deter

mined with consideration to the entrance length

needed for fully developed laminar noW.

A very stable now was generated by using

pressurized nitrogen gas to push the working l1uid

in the reservoir iIlto the test section part. The

pushed fluid flows into the test section through a

metering valve, which precisely controls the flow

rate of th~ working fluid. Ethanol <lnd Dl-water

were tested as working Ouie!. The mass of the

working fluid which was gathered for a fixed time

interval was measured using an electronic scale

after the flow was stabilized. The now rate of the

working nuid was calculated Ii-om the measured

mass of the fluid, the denSIty of the J1uid, and the
time interval for gathering the working fluid,

[n order to obtain the local flow speed at a

specific position from the measured Clow rate, one

should know the relationship between the local

top views~de view

Schematic of experimental setup

,.
(1";;lll;.;ler

!-fn ::(j):;

Fig. 2

2. Experimental Details

The schematic of the experimental setup is

shown in Fig. 2. Two kinds of metal wires were

selected as a sensor: a tungsten wi re and a com-

into the exceptional flow speed measurement a(.>

curacy, [-ourth, the technique can measure a wide

range DC now speed by adjusting the heating fre

quency. We named this new AC type now mea

surement technique 'tunable' AC thermal ane

mometry, because one can obtain maX111lUm mea

surement scnsiti vit)" by 'tllning' the measurement

Crequcncy to now speed range measured. Lastly,

its simple structure makes it suitable for miero

fabrication process. Therefore, tunable AC ther

mal anemometry is appropri<ltc lor wide range of

applications and especially suitable for the accu

rate now speed measurement in microl'luidic sys

tem.

However, one should understand that h in

Eq. (2) is not the usual heat transfer coefficient

deCined at a constant temperature or heat nux

condition. We could not Cind any data for the heat

transfer coefficient defined in [he steady periodic

state in the open literatur~s. The goal of this study

is to obtain the relation between the phase lag

and the flow speed as exactly as possible so that

tunable AC thermal anemometry can be used as

an effective !low speed measurement tool.

This paper is organized as follows, In section 2,

experimental apparaTuS is deslgned to measure a

fully developed laminar now in a channel with

a rectangular cross section. In section 3. the am

plitude and the phase lag of the sensor tempera

ture oscillation in the tluid at rest arc measured

and com pared w·ith the analytic solution of [he

sensor temperature oscillation in order to verify

the measurement accuracy. Tn section 4, a set 01'

experiments is conducted as the material of the

sensor and the Iluid and the angle between the

sensor and the flow are all varied to obtain the

relations between the phase lag and the now

speed. Pinally, performance tests for \])e 1\C type

thermal anernometry arc carried out to find the

lowest measurable 110w speed and the highest

resolution in this experimental setup.
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now speed and the now rate. The local flow speed

of the fully developed laminar now through a

channel of a rectangular cross section is (Panton,

t996)

. I dP [ I· 2 00 ( (- I) II - I
u(y, z)=_·-z(z-c)~2c~ - --

tl dx 2 n=l. (AnC)3 (3)

sinh AnY +sinh A,,(b-y) . ) )J
.- --. -- -'Sll1/l"Z

smh Anb

where 1.1 is l1uid viscosity, dP/ dx is the pres

Sllre gradient in the streamwisc direction of the

channel, hand c arc the width and the height of

the channel as shown in fig. 3(a), and An is

defined as nnI c. The schematic of the coordinate

system is shown in fig. 3 (a). The now rate ob

wined by integrating Eg. (3) over the entire

cross-section of the channel is

(4)

The loca 1 now speed at a specific position in the

channel can be obtained from Eqs. (3) and (4)

using the channel dimensions and the measured

now rate.

The normalized now speed profiles with the

variation of the normal and spanwise direction is

shown i 11 Fig 3 (b). One can see that the now

speed profile in a normal direction is almost

parabolic. On the other hand. lhe !low speed

profile along the span wise direction is al most tlat

near the center of the channel.

The phase lag or the sensor tempeIHturc with

respect 10 heat generation is measured as fa 11ows.

When AC current al frequency of w passes

through the sensor, Joule heating induces heat

generation at frequency of 2w in the sensor. Then.

the temperature of the sensor asci lJalcs at fre

quency of 2w with a phase lag relative to the heat

generation. Recause the electric resistance of a

conductor is a function of its temperature, the

rcsistance or the sensor oscillates with the same

h
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Fig.3 Fully developecllaminar now speed profile in a channel of a rectangular cross section (a) Schematic or

coordinate system (b) ['low speed proJile
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frequency and the phase lag as the sensor's telD~

perature. Consequently, because of the original

driving curre111" at frequency of OJ and the oscilla

ting resistance of the sensor at frequency of 2OJ,

an AC voltage at frequency of 3(0 as Eq. (5) i~

generated (Chung et aI., 2004) .

T7 IoRsal~,o. (3 t +'"")vo,w='-"-2 -'SIn W ~7[ y" (5)

were used for extracting the voltage signal from

the sensor and the potentiometer. For maintain

ing the current ut constunt value regardless of the

temperature change of the sensor, thc additional

resistor was used. The currem was measured by

the ammeter and used for calculating the ampli

tude of the AC ("cmperature component.

(8)

(9)

T1 ( r, t) = Elf (r) e i(2wl)

Because the radius of the sensor is very small

and the thermal conductivity of the sensor is

much higher than that of the surrounding fluid,

the temperature of the sensor can be assumed to

he spatially uniform. The temperature of a heated

sensor und surrounding fluid at rest cun be ob~

tained from the solution of the following eq ua

tions.

3. Characteristics of Sensor
Temperature Oscillation

in Stationary Fluid

where e is the complex temperature whose abso

lute value and argument represent the amplitude

and the phase lug 01' the temperature oscillation

respectively. Equation (6) t:an be transformed

into the following equation using Eq. (8)

where T is temperature, a is thermal diffusivity

and the subscript sand / represent the sensor and

the fluid respectively. Since the heat generation iJ
in the sensor varies in a sinusoidal manner, the

solutions of Eqs. (6) and (7) can be separated

into time and spatially dependent part as follows

(Carslaw and lueger, 1959)

sensor

additional
resislar

where 10 is the amplitude of the driving current,

Ro\ is the resistance of the sensor at room tem

perature, a is the temperature coefficient of the

sensor and Ts,o is the amplitude of the sensor

temperature oscillation in Eq (2). Hencc, one can

measure the phase lag from the 3OJ voltage signal

from the sensor. It is also possible to evaluate the

amplitude of the sensor temperature oscillation

from the amplitude of the 3w voltage.

Figure 4 shows a schematic of the circuitry for

data acquisition, which consists of a LJA (Lock

[n Amplifier), differential amplifiers, an ammeter,

an adclitionuJ resistor and a potentiometer. The

circuitry was built with rererence to the 3w

method, which is widely adopted for measuring

the conductivity of dielectric materiuls (Cahill,

1990). The phase lag and the amplitude of the

3w voltage were measured using the LIA, which

also has the built-in AC bias for heating the

sensor. A potentiometer connected in series with

a sensor was used for the purpose of removing

the unnecessary w voltage. Differential amplifiers

ammeter

}<"ig.4 Circuitry for data acquisitIOll and the general solution of Eq. (10) is
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Meanwhile, Eq. (7) can be transformcd into thc

following equation using Eq. (9).

where fa and Ko arc modified Bessel I"unctions of

the l"irst kind of ordcr 0 and the sccond kind

respectively. d/) is defincd as Eq. (12) and its

absolutc value Idr' I means the pClletration depth.

of the thcrmal wave.

100: 0

frequency [Hz]

has a significant influcnce on the phase lag. In the

denominator of Eq. (] 5), the first term is relmed

to the thermal mass of the sensor and the second

term to Ibe thenna\ wave propaga\ ion into the

surrounding mediun]. Thernwl mass behaves like

inertia and causes the phase lag. As the thnnwl

conductivity increascs, tile InrJucnce of the ther

mal mass reduces and the magnitude of phasc lag

decreases. Si nce, the thennal cund llct ivity 01" DJ

water is aboul four times greater than th at of

ethanol at room temper-atu re, the phase lag Dr tile

sensor in DI water IS smaller lhall lhal in ethanol

(see Fig. 5(b)). One call also sec that in both

(I2)

( I J)

./ a
dp=~i ')-

\' l-UJ

[n Eq. (I I). C and C arc the constant of in

tegration which Hre dctermined by thc boundary

conditions of thc fluid tcmperature. r'or satisrying

thc boundary condition tlwt Of (y) is zero at in

finity, C1 should be zero because fo approaches

infinity with inereasing r. In order to determine

the value of C2• it is necessary to temporari Iy

iIltroduce Of (r,), wh ich is the complex temper,l

lure of the sUl"rouneling flu iel at the interface

between the sensor and the 11 uid. Also. it is

possib1e to change (Jr(yJ into O"because Of(r)

equals Os at the surhlce of the scnsor. As a result,

Of (r) is given in the following expression.

(14)

Combining Eqs. (13) and (J4) gives the fo1Jo\V~

ing equation for the complex temperature of the

sensor

of" ~~. '~~1~-".~~.'~·;)-1.:-1 ':·J,'lI~'r

IiJ-- ~'dh:lllC:i

-5 - .

0)

'"
( 15) "<I>

'".c
0.

where K 1 are the moel ified Besscl functions or the

second kind of order one.

Figure 5 shows the calculated phase lag of the

sensor using Eq. (J 5). Since the thermal mass of

tungsten has a similar value to that of Ptlth, there

is little difference in the phase lag between the

tungsten wire and PtRb wire in tbe same sur

rounding fluid (sec fig. 5 (a)). Ilowever, lhe

thermal conductivity of the surrounding fluid

-30 L..~~.~~L_ ....~~_ ~~~J
1 10 100

Ire qu811 cy [H zj

Fig.5 Plwse lag. 01" lhe wire tempcrature oscillation

ia! from different sellsor ill Di water (hi

from tungsten wire in dilTcrcnl surrounding

nuil!
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cases the phase lag becomes larger at higher

f'requency region because the efIect of the thermal

mass of the sensor becomes larger at higher fre

quency region.

Figure 6 sheHvs the comparison between the

measured 3w voltage rrom experiments and the

predicted 3w voltage using Eqs, (5) and (is) in

case or a tungsten wire in DI water; experimental

results nHltc.hed well with predicted results, In
Fig. 6 (a). the amplitude of the 3w voltage is

proportional to that 01' the heal generation (sec

Eq. (15)), On the other hand, phase lag is nearly

independent or the amplitude of the sensor tem

perarure oscillation (sec Fig. 6 (b)). It's beciluse

( 16)
\13,,,,0

IoRsaIO.s..L
2

l!3(r),O 0+: =

5. Characteristics of Sensor
Temperature Oscillation

in Flow Field

[n order w ilnd the optimal condition at whicIl

the sensor becomes most sensitive lo flow speed

change. the following experiments were carried

out using PtRh wire as the sensor and ethanol as

the working fluid. The amplitude and the phase

lag or 3(1) voltage were measured scanning the

healing frequency from I to 100 Hz al each fixed

now speed, which was increased ll'om 0.0 to aboU1

50.0 m111/s step by step for each frequency scan.

Experiments \vere conducted at two different

amplitudes of temperatU!"e (I wsl=5<-2 ''C and

IO~4\: at rest) \n order to make certain that the

amplitude of temperature does not affect flow

speed measurement. Since the amplitude or tem

pera! ure varies with frequency even if heat gencr~

alion is constant, the temperature conditions arc

given in some ranges> If one \Vants to keep the

amplitude of temperature constant, one may use

feedback control and supply power dependi ng on

heating tJ'cquency, However, one can check the

influence 01 the amplitude of temperature by

comparing the measurement results Wl1h different

amount of heat generation in the sensor.

Dimensionless parameters are used to present

the measurement results in more genera! «.1rmat,

The amplitude of 3w voltage is presented in

dimensionless form defined as

the amplitude or the beat generation docs not

aneet the argumen! of tbe sensor's complex tem

perature as shown in Eq, (15).

INhere V1W,O is the amplitude of the measured 3w

vo ]tage and IOs I is tbe amplitude of the sensor

temperature oscillation in swtionary tlllid which

can be obtained 1I'om Eq. (15). This definition of

dimensionless 3w voltage was motivated from Eq,

(5). However. the ampl itude or the temperature

oscillation of the sensor in stationary fluid was

used instead or the one in tlowing fluid.

100

--0 y 10.6 - 4.7

Ill" , 8.0 36.. 5-.8 ~ 2,8

",.- ~,\}- I~O 1 S

(a)

10

frequency [Hz]

(b)

Comparison of J(lj vol1ilge between experi

ment and analysis (a) al11plitude (b) phase

lilg (sensor: tungsten wire. thud: Dl water)

-~i

-10
C
01
2:! ·15<1l

'".,.c
0.

-cO

-25

·3D
1

Fig. 6
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Figures 7 (a) and (c) show the amplitudes of

the dimension less Jw voltage for l wo different

amplitudes of tem perature, respecti vcly. c: ompar

ing Figs. 7 (a) and (c), one can sec that the am

plitudes of the dimensionless Jw voltage have

almost the saine value at the same frequency and

the same flow speed, independent of the am

plllude of heat generation. This shows that the

above definition of dimensionless 3w voltage

efJccliveJy isolates only the influence of now

speed on the amplitude or temperature osci llation.

Figures 7 (a) and (el also show that the am

plitude of the dimensionless 3w voltage is a func

tion or the 110\v speed and thaI the amplitude

decreases with increasing now speed at a thed

frequency. The amplitude dccreases becausc the

amplitude is inversely proportional to the con

vective heat transkr coefficient. whieh increases

with the now speed (see Eq. (\)). This tendency

is very obvIOUS in a low freq uency region. but the

amplitudes at different now speeds have allllost

the same valuc at a high frequcncy region. This is

because the eifect of the heat transfer coetTiClent

on the amplitude diminishes with increasing fre

quency of AC bias (sec FC]. (I)).

Figures 7 (b) and (cti show' the 1Jhasc lag 01" the

temperature oscillation for two diJTcrCllt ampli

tudes of temperature respeeti vely. One can see

that the phase lag of the tcmperature osci Ilation

has almost the sallle value at the same freq uency

r 101'1 ,peocl -j
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Fig.7 Measured dllllensioiliess 3w voltage and phase Jag versus frequency 1'01" various rIow speed,,: (aJ and :J)I

I"or IOs[ ~5~2°C : (c) and (ell l'e)r 10,1= IOc-4°C at rest. (sensor: PtrZh wil'c. rJuid ethanol)
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PtRh lungS!8n
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(c)

Results of phase lag measurcment (a) using

dlJ'fcrent sensor (PtRh and tungsten wire, tlu

id: Dl water) (b) in different surrounding

fluid (fluid: Dl water and ethanol, sensor:

PtRh win:) (c) at various sensor orientation

(angle: 90", 45°, 0", sensor: tungstcn wire,

llU1d: Dl'waler, !=lllz)
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Fig. 8

and the same flow speed, independent of the

amplitude of heat generation. Quite obvio llsly,

this is because this technique measures the phase

lag in the frequency domain and the phase lag

itself is indcpendent of the heating amount of the

Sensor. At a fixed frequency the phase lag de

creases (approaches zero from negative side) with

increasing flow speed. This is because the heat

transfer coefficient increases as the flow speed

incrcases (sec Eq. (2)). When the flow speed is

measured from the phase lag, the measuremcnt

scnsitivity can be defined by the change of the

phase lag with respect to that of the now speed.

Figure 7(b) clearly shows that the optimal con

dition for the flow speed measurement depends

on the frequency of AC bias and the now speed

region itsclr: the sensitivity for thc low flow speed

improves in a low frequency rcgion and that for

the high flow speed improves in a high li-equency

region (sec the dotted lines in Fig. 7 (b)), There

fore, one can measure a very wide range of flow

speed by changing the frequency.

Figure 8 shows the ditTerenee between the

measured phase lag at each now speed and that at

rest as a function of !low speed in various mea

surement conditions. There is little difference 111

the measured phase lag dilTerence regardless of

the sensor material in Fig. 8 (a), as was expected

from the result of the phase lag measurement in

the nuid at rest (see Fig> 5(a)), However, the

phase lag difference is afTected by the thermal

properties of the surrounding tluid. The phase lag

difference measured in ethanol is larger than that

measured in 01 water at the same !low speed and

the same frequency (see Fig. 8 (b)), This can be

explained as lollows. As the thermal conductivity

of the surrounding tluid decreases, the influence

of convective heat transfer becomes more impor

tant than conductive one. Since the convective

heat transfer rate is closcly related to the !low

speed, the sensor becomes more sensitive to now

speed change of fluid with lo\ver thermal conduc

tivity. As mentioned earlier, the thermal conduc

tivity of ethanol is aboLlt one fourth of DJ water

at room temperature, Up untij /JOW, all the mea

surements were carried out keeping the angle

bctween the sensor and the now 90", The in-
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Iluence of thc angle between the sensor and the

Ilow was tested and is presented in Fig. 8 (e) . One

can see that, at the same now speed, the phase lag

difference increases with the angle between the

sensor and the flow (sec Fig. 8 (c)). It is because

the normal component of the t10\V speed to the

sensor increases with the angle. Also, the varia

tion of the phase lag difference IS not linearly

proportional to that of the angle because the

normal component of the !low speed is propor

tional to the sine function of the angle.

We performed a set of experiments to rind the

lowest measur,\o1e ni.lW speed and the highest

resolution, and the results arc shown in Fig> 9.

The cx.jJcrimcnts were carricd out at I Hz: of the

AC bias frequency because the measurement sen~

sitivity for the low speed 1l0\v improves at low

frequency region. [11 order to dctect the minute

variat"1011 or the flow speed, the nO\V speeds at

various vertical positions or a fully devcloped

laminar now in the channel werc measured at

intervals of 0,2 mln (sec Fig. 9 (a)) > Only half

of the mcasured data arc shown because the

parabolic curve formed hy the data is symmetric

with respect to the center of the channel. The

highest resolution measure(\ was 0,05 mn1!s near

the center of the channel. The datu measured at

various vertical positions in a rlilly developcd

laminar flow were compared with the data mea

sured at the center of the channel with various

flow rates (sce Fig. 9 (b) ). A now spced as low as

1.5 ml11/s could be measured. The comp~~risonsor

data from different methods of flow speed varia

tion show good consistency, which indirectly

validates the experimental facilities ,wd proce

dures.

6. Summary and Conclusion
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1n this paper we experimentally showed the

rei ation bet wccn the phase Iag and the flow speed

to provide the retCrence data for the effectivc

application of tunable i\C thermal ancmometry

which has several advantages over convcntional

thermal anell1ometry.

Before measuring thc now speed, the analytic

solution for thc sensor temperature oscillatlon in

statiomHy fluid was obtained in order to vcrify

the measuremcnt accuracy through thc compari

son with the measurement. The phase lag is in

tluenced by thc thermal conductivity or the sur

rounding fluid. The phase lag in the fluid of"

higher rhennal conductivity is smaller lhan thaI in

the fluid of lower thermal conductivity. Also, lhe

phase lag becomes larger as the frequency gets

higher because the effect of the thermal mass or
the sensor, which acts as inertia, increases with

the healing frequency. The data h'om experiment

showed good agreemen\ with the analytic solu

tion.
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Results of flow speed meawrement (a) ehang
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The relation between the phase lag of the 3w

voltage and the flow speed was experimentally

investigated at various conditions. The phase lag

has almost the same values at the same frequency

and the same flow speed and is independent of the

sensor temperature. This is because this technique

measures the phase lag in the frequency domain.

The measurement sensitivity depends on the flow

speed and the heating frequency of the sensor.

The sensitivity for low flow speed improves in a
low frequency region and that for high flow speed

improves in a high frequency region. Hence the

flow speed in a wide range can be precisely

measured by frequency tuning. The measurement

sensitivity is also affected by the thermal proper

ties of the surrounding fluid and the sensor ori

entation. The sensitivity increases with decreasing

thermal conductivity of the surrounding fluid be

cause lower thermal conductivity makes the in

fluence of the convective heat transfer more im

portant. The sensitivity decreases with the angle

between the sensor and the flow at the same

frequency and the same flow speed.

Through performance tests using this experi

mental setup, the local flow speed could be mea

sured as low as 1.5 mm/s and the highest mea

surement resolution was 0.05 mmls in the range

of4.5-5.0mm/s at I Hz. However, if the experi

ments are carried out with the extremely precise

flow control at a lower frequency than 1 Hz, the

lower flow speed can be measured with the better

resolution.
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